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DAVID G. SANSING, 1933-2019

‘He changed our world’

Friends
and family
remember
Sansing’s
legacy
KENNETH NIEMEYER
thedmnews@gmail.com
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The Incurable Optimist
His hopeful vision for a tortured state
DANIEL PAYNE

thedmnews@gmail.com

D

avid G. Sansing saw the bigger picture. His
list of accolades is long, but the moment
those close to him particularly remember his
pride swelling was when his eldest son, who also taught
history, was taking the legacy of being a community
historian on for himself.
His namesake’s career as a high school history
teacher mirrored his own: bringing history to life by
telling compelling stories about the path that led to the
present. Sansing Jr.’s name was coming up more in some
circles than his father’s.
“That made my father smile,” said his other son,
Perry, who is the special assistant to the chancellor for
governmental affairs at Ole Miss.
David Sansing was focused on future generations,
especially his own children. That’s why he looked to the
past.
“We do have an inheritance,” he said at a presentation
on campus in 2013. “But I think the great issue is not
our inherritance but the inheritance we leave for our
children — their inheritance. And that’s what we should

concentrate on, I think. We have come so far from there
to here, and yet we have a ways to go from here to there.
But, knowing Mississippi as I know it, and knowing the
people that I know, we’ll get there.”
Perry Sansing said that among his father’s
accomplishments — including authoring definitive
Mississippi histories and teaching them to students who
would continue talking about his classes for decades —
his love for the people and state that inspired his work
can be too often overlooked.
David Sansing himself believed that historical
information itself could overshadow the good it may do
in a community.
“We may know more about some Civil War skirmishes
and the economic consequences of a capricious cotton
market than we actually need to know,” Sansing wrote in
his book, “Making Haste Slowly : The Troubled History
of Higher Education in Mississippi.” “But southern
historians have left the relationship between the
schoolhouse and
the society that
SEE SANSING PAGE 6

Family, friends, faculty and
former students were moved to
tears on Wednesday as loved ones
gave their accounts of historian
and professor emeritus David
Sansing at his memorial service in
Paris-Yates Chapel.
Sansing impacted the state of
Mississippi and helped shape its
historical understanding through
chronicling the history of the
University of Mississippi and the
state as a whole.
Ronnie Agnew, Executive
Director of Mississippi Public
Broadcasting and a 1984 UM
graduate, spoke at the service
on behalf of Sansing’s former
students.
Agnew said that as an
African American and son of
sharecroppers, he often felt
uncomfortable at the changing
university, but Sansing’s
encouragement allayed his
unease.
“Ronnie Agnew … you
belong,” Sansing told Agnew
when he was a student at the
university. “This school is just as
much yours as anybody’s.”
Sansing’s textbook “A Place
Called Mississippi” is still used
in high schools across the state.
Agnew credited Sansing for being
unparalleled in chronicling the
history of the university and the
state of Mississippi.
“I do believe that history
will show that Dr. Sansing
was without peer for telling
Mississippi’s complicated
history,” Agnew said.
The funeral was arranged
by Waller Funeral Home and
Cremation Services, which
was founded by Don and Patsy
Waller, family members of former
Mississippi Gov. Bill Waller.
Sansing worked with the
former governor to create a
history of the then dilapidated
Governor’s Mansion. After his
book “A History of the Mississippi
Governor’s Mansion” was
published in 1977, the Mansion
was restored, and the National
Park Service designated it as a
National Historic Landmark.

SEE MEMORIAL PAGE 5
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New food-labeling law faces
legal backlash from ‘meatless’
industry and consumers

ELIZA NOE

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Mississippi legislators are
making “impossible burgers” a
little more impossible to obtain
for vegans and vegetarians in
the state after passing Senate
Bill 2922 earlier this month.
The bill prevents companies
from labeling plant-based or
insect-based foods as meat
products.
Makers of these “meatless
meat” products could now face
a hefty penalty for marketing
vegan and vegetarian products
that mimic animal-based foods,
including jail time.
The law, which passed unanimously, states, “A food product
that contains cultured animal
tissue produced from animal cell
cultures outside of the organism
from which it is derived shall
not be labeled as meat or meat
food products. A plant-based or
insect-based food product shall
not be labeled as meat or meat
food products.”
Though proponents claim
that the bill will clarify any
confusion from consumers while
also protecting cattle farmers
from competing with these
businesses, others view the law
as redundant.
The Plant Based Foods
Association (PBFA) filed a First
Amendment lawsuit against the
action, claiming that eliminating
these terms will only increase
confusion.
Commissioner of Agriculture
and Commerce Andy Gipson
and Gov. Phil Bryant were both
named in the lawsuit. Gipson

FILE PHOTO: MARLEE CRAWFORD

Governor Phil Bryant
said in a statement that the law
was written to provide clear
information to consumers and
“defend common sense.”
“A food product made of
insect-protein should not be
deceptively labeled as beef,”
Gipson said. “Someone looking
to purchase tofu should not be
tricked into buying lab-grown
animal protein. Words mean
something.”
Gipson also added in a later
Facebook post that he believes
a plant should never be referred
to as meat.
“Is there such a thing as
‘plant meat,’ ‘insect meat’ or ‘lab
grown meat?’ I don’t think so,”
Gipson wrote. “If it isn’t meat,
just don’t call it meat. Mississippi consumers deserve to
know something labeled as meat
really is, well, farm-raised meat.
Anyone claiming something else
is spreading hogwash.”
Daniel Staackmann, founder
of vegan food company Upton’s

Naturals, said that they use
these labels to clearly convey
that the food does not contain
animal matter.
“Our labels are not trying to
trick consumers into buying our
vegan foods,” Staackmann said.
Staackmann believes that the
new law is specifically targeting
plant-based products to give
meat producers an advantage.
“We describe our foods as
alternatives to meat so consumers can easily understand what
meat-based product they can
potentially replace,” Staackmann said. “Mississippi’s law is
not about clearing up consumer
confusion, it’s about stifling
competition and putting plantbased companies at a disadvantage in the marketplace.”
The PBFA and Upton’s Naturals is teaming up with Institute
for Justice, a group that has
fought a similar bill in other
states, as a part of IJ’s National
Food Freedom Initiative. With
this case, IJ Managing Attorney
Justin Pearson said that this
case will hopefully dismantle the
“win for the meat industry’s lobbyists” that restricts the freedom
of plant-based companies.
“No one thinks plant-based
burgers or vegan hot dogs
contain meat,” Pearson said. “To
the contrary, those terms tell
consumers that they are buying
exactly what they want: a plantbased alternative to animal
meat. By banning the terms
customers understand best,
Mississippi is not only creating
confusion, but also violating the
First Amendment rights of both
sellers and consumers.”
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Poison ivy vaccine making
progress, still years away
KENNETH NIEMEYER
thedmnews@gmail.com

The university was issued
a new patent in June for a
poison ivy vaccine that has
been in development for many
years.
The New York Times
reported in 1992 that
Mahmoud Elsohly, a UM
professor of pharmaceutics,
and E. Sue Watson had
isolated the variants of
urushiol oil in poison ivy.
Urushiol oil is the
compound in poison ivy,
oak and sumac that causes
contact dermatitis in those
who are allergic to the plants.
As little as one microgram one millionth of a gram - of
urushiol can cause a reaction
in a highly sensitive person.
Elsohly is also the
president and laboratory
director of Elsohly
Laboratories Incorporated
and advisor at Hapten
Sciences, UM’s partner in the
development of the vaccine.
Hapten Sciences has been
partnered with the university
in the development of the
technology for eight years and
has conducted several clinical
trials, but more trails must be
completed for the vaccine to
be approved by the Food and

ILLUSTRATION: KATHERINE BUTLER

Drug Administration.
Hapten first filed an
Investigative New Drug
application with the FDA in

2015.
“In 2017, Hapten
completed a phase one safety
study in healthy subjects and
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recently initiated a second
phase one study to assess
safety and biologic activity
in subjects with proven
sensitivity to urushiol as
measured by patch testing,”
said Joseph Gladden, UM Vice
Chancellor of Research.
When it’s completed, the
vaccine will be an injectable
that will prevent the cause of
contact dermatitis, the itchy
skin condition caused by
contact with poison ivy, oak
and sumac.
The technology is a small
molecule that counteracts
the itching caused by contact
with urushiol oil in the plants,
Gladden said.
“A variety of over-thecounter and home remedies
are used to treat symptoms
of contact dermatitis, but
prescription topical and
systemic corticosteroids are
considered the best option
to reduce inflammation and
itching from the urushiol,”
Gladden said. “Our goal is to
prevent that reaction in the
first place.”
Though Hapten Sciences
has made progress recently,
the vaccine will likely not be
released to the public in the
near future.
“That’s the question of
the day, I mean we’ve made
great progress so far,” said
Allyson Best, UM Director of
Technology Management. “It’s
hard to put an estimate on it,
but we know we’re probably
over halfway there.”
The university is poised

for financial gain when the
vaccine is released. The
proceeds from the sale of the
product will be distributed
between the university,
Hapten Sciences, and the
inventors.
“I can’t disclose the
financial terms that we have
with the company right now
until it’s on the market, but
we will receive a portion of
the proceeds, and then a
portion of UM’s proceeds are
returned to the inventors and
the inventor’s department,”
Best said.
The product needs to go
through more clinical trials
before an estimate can be
made about its value.
“We won’t know the
value of the product until
the clinical work is over but
we hope this will serve as an
important product for the
highly sensitive that need
relief,” Gladden said.
Being the most common
allergic reactions in the
United States, poison ivy
reactions affect 85% of the
population, with 10% to 15%
being extremely allergic,
according to the American
Skin Association.
“Ultimately we’re here
to ensure that university
research makes a difference
out in the world and so
this one is going to make
a difference by hopefully
providing relief for those that
are highly sensitive to the
plant,” Best said.
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MEMORIAL

continued from page 1
David Sansing impacted
everyone he knew whether
through his historical works or
his personal relationships.
“He changed our world,” Dr.
Reed Hogan said.
His personal impact showed
those around him that there was
more to David Sansing than his
academic reputation.
“As you get to know him
you learn that David Sansing is
not just politically correct, he’s
morally correct,” Agnew said.
Sansing’s youngest son, Perry
Sansing, serves a UM’s special
assistant to the chancellor for
governmental affairs.
Perry Sansing spoke at the
service to convey his father’s love
of Ole Miss.
He said that his love of the
university was conveyed through
the way he taught its history to
his students, which made many
students become interested when
they weren’t before.
“Some of them talk about how
they didn’t care about history
until they took his class,” Perry
Sansing said.
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David Sansing dedicated his
life to telling Mississippi’s stories
through his historical works. He
made it his mission to capture
the state’s sordid past and remain
honest in his accounts for his
students.
“One of the things that was so
meaningful to him and important
to him was teaching honestly
about our history,” Perry Sansing
said. “(He thought) that young
people all the way to college
students needed to understand
and get a full view of our history.”
David Sansing’s historical
works still shape the way that
history is taught at the university
today.
“For any student hoping to
write about the history of the
university, David’s work is really
the go-to,” Anne Twitty, Associate
Professor of History said in an
interview before the service. “It’s
where you start the conversation.”
Twitty said that many
students rely on Sansing’s book
“The University of Mississippi:
A Sesquicentennial History”
because it contains a large
amount of information that can’t
be found elsewhere.
She also said that faculty
members in the History
Department and members of the

PHOTOS: KATHERINE BUTLER

The funeral service was held in a crowded Paris-Yates Chapel. Many friends and family members gave speeches, including Ronnie
Agnew (bottom left) who considered Sansing his mentor and close friend.
Chancellor’s Advisory Committee
on History and Contextualization
relied on Sansing and frequently
came to him with questions about
the university’s past.
“David was our Wikipedia
page on the University of
Mississippi, and some of that
was born of all his historical
research and the writing of (‘A
Sesquicentennial History’),”
Twitty said.

David Sansing Jr., Sansing’s
eldest son, gave an account of
his father’s unconditional love
and support of his family. He
described his father as a “true
Southern gentleman” and
someone who always promoted
acceptance of others.
“As we leave this beautiful
building and his university, I
want to end with a statement
that is rather unusual for a

historian,” David Sansing Jr.
said. “Let us not look back, but
look forward.”
David Sansing is survived
by his grandchildren, his wife,
Elizabeth Sansing, a daughter,
Beth McLarty and her husband,
John; two sons, David G. Sansing,
Jr. and his wife, Cindy and Perry
Sansing and his wife, Jeannie;
a sister, Margaret Waits, and a
brother, Bob Sansing.
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@CABJONES
Absolutely adored him! I
took three of his classes at
Ole Miss (after immigrating from Arkansas)- MS
History, Southern History,
and one of the US History
requirements. He will be
missed by all of us in the
Ole Miss family as well as
others!

“

I think the great issue is not our
inherritance but the inheritance we leave
for our children — their inheritance. And
that’s what we should concentrate on, I
think. We have come so far from there to
here, and yet we have a ways to go from
here to there. But, knowing Mississippi
as I know it, and knowing the people
that I know, we’ll get there.”
-David Sansing

@TATEREEVES

David Sansing Jr. with his father

Mississippi lost a bright and
brilliant mind this week.
Everyone who knew David
Sansing is grateful for his
service to this state.

PHOTO COURTESY: PERRY SANSING

@JEFFROBERSON_
His degrees came from other
colleges, but he was an Ole
Miss man. I took 5 of his
classes, never had a more
passionate teacher, and
although I didn’t see him
that often in recent years,
I called him a friend. He
taught me a lot more than
just history. Condolences to
the Sansings.

@BILLDYER38
Got my BA in History from
Ole Miss in 1992. Dr. Sansing was as fine a person as
you could ever meet and an
outstanding historian.

@RONNIENETTLES
Dr. Sansing was a great
writer, historian, and person he will be missed.

@BOBBYHARRISON9
I had the opportunity to
interview Ole Miss history
professor David Sansing,
who died this weekend,
multiple times, especially
during the election in 2001
on whether to change the
flag. While he often was
sought out to comment on
the state’s faults, no one
loved his state more.

@GREGGGELLIS
Just learned about the
passing of David Sansing.
What a great man. Prayers
for his family.

@SENATORWICKER
David Sansing was my
professor and friend for 50
years. Remembered me as
a far better student than I
actually was- What a loss for
#Mississippi! #OleMiss

PHOTO COURTESY: PERRY SANSING

Sansing’s friends and family enjoying one of his famed whole pig roasts

SANSING

continued from page 1
supports it, or does not support
it, largely unexplored.”
Sansing came from a large
family that loved traveling and
spending time together. He
went on to have three children
of his own.
“We knew we were loved
every single day,” said Perry
Sansing, who earned a history
degree from Ole Miss. He
remembered his father’s love
for history “just always being
there” and “flowing out of
him.” He recalled arguing with
his brother and father about
history and politics “just to
argue.” Elizabeth Sansing, his
mother, would sometimes ask if
the three of them remembered
what they were arguing about.
“He encouraged us to think
for ourselves and make our own
decisions,” Perry Sansing said.
The Sansing family
eventually grew, giving David
Sansing five grandchildren.
“He said he always wanted
to see all of his grandchildren
graduate from Ole Miss. He
got to see that happen,” Perry
Sansing said of his father,
whom he had as a history
professor four times during his
time at Ole Miss.
Sansing taught his sons
his favorite class, Mississippi
History. On the class’s first
meeting of the semester, he
would call roll and ask each
student where they were from.
For the entire period, Sansing
would talk to the students
about the importance of
their individual hometowns

in Mississippi and United
States history, as well as the
important figures that had also
come from those places.
“He taught everyday,”
Perry Sansing said. “He
enjoyed getting up and going
to the office every single day.
He enjoyed talking about the
history of the state. He enjoyed
sharing that with people.”
He would usually lecture
without many notes. The front
row of his classes would often
be the first filled, closer to his
passionate, Delta-inflected
tellings of history. Many
students recall not only his
engaging lectures but also how
they would make them broaden
their ways of thinking.
“I remember his class fondly
and I learned a new perspective
on history,” former student
Karen Greene Hollowell said.
“As a lifelong Mississippian
growing up in Southwest
Mississippi, I had a lot of
presuppositions and things that
I thought I knew and he helped
to change that.”
Sansing would talk to many
of his students individually,
asking them about their hopes
for their careers and lives.
“He taught me a lot
more than just history,” Jeff
Robertson, a former student
who took five of Sansing’s
classes, wrote on Twitter. Some
students even said that they
gained a father in Sansing.
His work was not only in
teaching history, but in making
sense of the past as it related to
history in the making.
He served on the
Chancellor’s Advisory
Committee on History and

Context, in which the university
worked to acknowledge racist
namesakes and historical
events through creating
contextualization plaques
around campus.
“David, when he served
on the Chancellor’s Advisory
Committee, was into his
80s,” Anne Twitty, associate
professor of history and chair of
the undergraduate committee,
said. “Sometimes we think
that older folks, retired folks,
are going to shy away from
opportunities to move us
forward, and nothing could be
further from the truth when it
came to David.”
Twitty sent Sansing a copy
of a letter supporting the
Associated Student Body’s
resolution to recommend the
relocation of the Confederate
monument from the Circle to
the Confederate Cemetery on
campus. Sansing called her,
saying that he supported the
letter so much that he wanted
to sign it twice.
“I’m sure he knew that he
wasn’t going to get to see the
fulfillment of every hope and
possibility, so I think David,
for me, was a real sort of
inspiration,” Twitty said.
Sansing’s determination to
use his knowledge of history
to move Mississippi forward
was inspired by the history he
taught and the Mississippians
who came before him.
It was a Mississippian from
his hometown of Greenville
who inspired him to teach. His
11th grade history teacher, Nell
Thomas, along with his other
high school teachers, taught
him the power of language, and

convinced him that teaching
was among the most noble
callings, he said in an interview
with HottyToddy.com in 2018.
After high school, Sansing
joined the army and fought
in the Korean War. When
he returned to Mississippi,
he married Elizabeth “Lib”
Hawkins of Columbus after
they met in a Baptist church
in Bruce. She was a recent
graduate of The W, known then
as Mississippi State College for
Women and now as Mississippi
University for Women. Lib and
David began a family with the
arrival of David Jr. in 1956 and
twins Beth and Perry in 1958.
He earned a Bachelor of
Arts in history from Mississippi
College and began a degree
at a Baptist Seminary in New
Orleans. He decided against
being a minister, and went
on to earn his Master of Arts
in history from Mississippi
College.
Sansing did not realize that
he needed to apply for teaching
jobs in his last months at
Mississippi College, and ended
up selling shoes in Jackson
after he graduated.
“I did not know what I was
going to do,” he said in the
2018 interview. “I got a job
selling shoes at a shoe store in
Jackson. I was living in Clinton
at the time, and I call that year
my ‘annus miserabilis.’”
During this miserable year,
Sansing’s love for Ole Miss
would come back to life during
the 1959 football season. His
love for Oxford and Ole Miss
began when, as a student
manager for his high school
football team, he saw the
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IN HIS OWN WORDS

AP PHOTO: RYAN MOORE

Oxford Square and “had the
strangest feeling” that he might
teach there one day.
Years after visiting Oxford
for the first time, he listened
to every Ole Miss football
game, growing an emotional
attachment to the team that
would help him through a
difficult year.
In 1960, he was hired at
Perkinston Junior College
(now Gulf Coast Community
College), where he continued
working until he earned
his Ph.D. in history at the
University of Southern
Mississippi in 1969.
During the Christmas
holidays that year, David
Sansing was visiting his wife’s
family in Vardaman. He

“Really? I’m Joe Kiger,
chairman of the history
department,” the man at the
desk responded. “Come into
my office and let’s talk.”
In 1970, Sansing began
teaching history at Ole Miss.
“He loved Ole Miss. This
is where he wanted to teach,”
Perry Sansing said.
His father would later recall
that coming to Ole Miss “felt
like coming home.”
After teaching for over
two decades and being named
the university’s teacher of the
year, Sansing retired in 1994.
He was hardly over his love
for the university, though. He
continued to speak on campus
and wrote the definitive history
of the university in his book,
“The University of Mississippi :
A Sesquicentennial History.”
“Across the contours of
time,” he began his history of
the university, “the University
of Mississippi has become a
special place, to some it is like a
sacred space.”
He continued being, as
he had been since moving to
Oxford, an integral part of the
Ole Miss community.
He would often have the
history department over to his
home. Most notably, history
professors and graduate
students would take part in
whole pig roasts, which would
take 24 hours, and Christmas
PHOTO COURTESY: PERRY SANSING
celebrations, in which Sansing
decided to drive to Ole Miss
would ask every person what
campus.
their favorite Christmas
“On the way I came to a
memory was.
fork in the road, one road
“They all worked hard,
led to Oxford,” he said in the
but they enjoyed each other’s
2018 interview. “I just had this company,” Perry Sansing said.
overwhelming feeling, seeing
Many writers and professors
that sign to Oxford, and I said
also regularly shared Sansing’s
to myself, I’m gonna be there
company in the south endzone,
the rest of my life. So I drove on where the bleachers were
to Oxford.”
usually not filled. People in the
When he arrived, he went
group — many of whom did
to the history department in
not care much about football
Bishop Hall.
— would call themselves the
“I’m David Sansing. I just
South Endzone Rowdies.
got my Ph.D. in history at
Sansing, appointed president
the University of Southern
of the group, declared himself
Mississippi. Someday I’m going emperor of the south endzone.
to teach here in the history
Often in the south endzone
department,” Sansing recalled
with Sansing was Willie Morris,
saying to a man sitting at the
the legendary writer and
desk in the history department. editor from Mississippi. When

Morris came back, Sansing
said in the 2018 interview, he
had a difficult time adjusting
emotionally, psychologically
and financially. Morris would
often call, asking to spend
time with Sansing. One would
often go to the other’s house,
where they would sit, mostly in
silence.
Sansing also enjoyed
a friendship with James
Meredith, the first black
student to attend Ole Miss.
Meredith spoke in Sansing’s
class, and they could be found
tailgating together in the Circle
on game days from time to
time.
Perry Sansing said he had
some understanding of his
father’s importance to the state
but didn’t fully realize it until
he traveled around the state
more, listening to students
talk about how his teaching
changed them.
Former students lived in
towns all over Mississippi, and
Sansing constantly received
calls to speak at civic clubs.
Eventually, his doctor and wife
told him to slow down, but he
hated saying no.
Sansing’s 2013 textbook,
“A Place Called Mississippi,”
remains in use in public and
private high schools throughout
the state. His last book, “The
Other Mississippi: A State in
Conflict with Itself,” included
articles, essays, speeches and
lectures given throughout his
career.
“He loved Mississippi,”
Perry Sansing said of his father,
pausing. “He loved the state of
Mississippi.”
Sansing — an “incurable
optimist,” as he described
himself — considered a vision
of his beloved state that would
outlive him.
“I know our past, and I
think I know our future,” he
said a few years before his
death. “There ain’t no other
place in the world like it.”

Kenneth Neimeyer
contributed reporting for this
article.

Across the contours
of time the University
of Mississippi has become
a special place, to some it is
like a sacred space. Somehave
called it holy ground, others
hallowed ground. During a
recent Black Alumni Reunion
Danny Covington called Ole
Miss addic-tive. The student
newspaper said the words
Ole Miss are magic and cast
a spell on those who hear
them. There is a mystique
about OleMiss and the love
its graduates have for it goes
far beyond the filial affec-tion
alumni have for their alma
mater. In a world of ravishing
change,when Ole Miss alumni
come back to Oxford, they do
not just stroll across the campus and through the Grove,
they retrace the steps of their
forebears, not just over place
and space, but back through
time as well.For many alumni,
Ole Miss is more than their
alma mater, it is a link,a nexus
to who they were and are, and
where they came from. This
sesquicentennial history is
written for them, the students,
faculty, friends, patrons and
alumni of the university.

- A SESQUICENTENNIAL
HISTORY, 1999
Mississippi offers a
study of contrasts. It has
produced some of the nation’s
literary giants, yet has one
of the nation’s highest rates
of illiteracy. It calls itself
the hospitality state, yet its
hostility to outsiders is
legendary.

- MISSISSIPPI MINDSCAPE:
HISTORICAL AND LITERARY
LINKS BETWEEN PEOPLE,
PLACES AND TRADITIONS
The University is an
academic institution
where teachers and
students study the old truths
and search for new ones. All
that is necessary for learning
to flourish are teachers, students, libraries and laboratories, and some-one to pay
the light bill. Ole Miss is also
a social and cultural institutions where fun and games
and growing up parallel and
sometimes overwhelm the
learning process. To fulfill its
social functions, the university requires an infrastructure, an alumni association,
a football stadium, a band, a
choir, a coliseum, a track, a
baseball park, a rifle range,
dormitories,parking lots, food
services, a bookstore, student
groups and clubs, student
publications, a school mascot, a spirit symbol, fraternities and sorori-ties, and
a police department. Since
the i88os, when the classical
cur-riculum was abandoned
and extracurricular activities
were introduced,there has
been a contradiction between
the academic and the social
func-tions of American
colleges.

- A SESQUICENTENNIAL
HISTORY, 1999
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Law program offers students expedited success
LENNIS BARLOW

undergraduate degree would
take seven to eight years — four
or five years toward a bachelor’s
This spring, Mariel Spencer, degree and three years towards
a 2019 UM graduate, became
a Juris Doctor. The Accelerated
the first student to graduate
Law Program allows students to
through the Accelerated Law
complete their law degree in six
Program. The Accelerated Law
years through exposure to law
Program allows students to take classes in their undergraduate
some law school classes while
curriculum.
pursuing their undergraduate
“I decided to pursue this
degree.
degree because I knew from the
Spencer, originally from
start of my college career that
Seattle, says she was initially
I wanted to attend law school,”
drawn to the program because
Spencer said. “I also wanted to
it allowed her to achieve her
be done with school while I was
long-time goal of attending law relatively young so that I could
school faster than previously
do other things with my life.”
possible.
Spencer graduated in
Traditionally, obtaining
May with a degree in general
a law degree and an
business. The Accelerated Law
thedmnews@gmail.com

ACROSS

1- Low-pH substance;
5- Misbehave;
10- Appraise, charge
per unit;
14- Hilarity;
15- Bluffer’s ploy;
16- French summers;
17- Corn units;
18- Weighted down;
19- Bugs, clunkers, and
rides, e.g.;
20- Sugar;
22- Song from the past;
23- Sought ofﬁce;
24- Man-mouse link;
25- British rock group;
29- Extreme;
33- Get a smile out of;
34- Lacking play;
36- Chevalier song;
37- Turf;
38- Takes home;
39- Mover’s need;
40- You knowhow ___;
42- Nabokov novel;
43- Roomy dress cut;
45- Colonized;
47- Sammy Davis Jr.
autobiography;
49- CBS symbol;
50- Steal from;
51- Without ___ in the

world;
54- Large computer;
60- Actress Anderson;
61- Do not disturb;
62- Space pioneer
Shepard;
63- Young horse;
64- Buenos ___;
65- Trevi Fountain site;
66- Basilica area;
67- Country singer
Travis;
68- Calendar span;

SOLUTION TO PUZZLE

DOWN

1- Gets older;
2- Cat’s nail;
3- Able was ___...;
4- Arid areas;
5- She’s a Dahl;
6- James of “The
Godfather”;
7- Periodic movement of
the sea;
8- Manipulator;
9- Writing instrument;
10- To recover;
11- Not very much;
12- Actress Hatcher;
13- Start of North
Carolina’s motto;
21- Story;
22- Old California fort;
24- Wild ones are sown;
25- Foundation;

26- Ham it up;
27- Examine account
books;
28- Rise to one’s feet;
29- Like soft-boiled eggs;
30- Honda model;
31- Range maker;
32- Fabric woven from
ﬂax yarns;
35- Jackie’s #2;
38- Blunted blade;
41- Aseptic;
43- Since;
44- Collection of books;

46- Caustic solution;
48- Writer Hemingway;
51- ___ Romeo;
52- Poultry enclosure;
53- Collections of
anecdotes;
54- Golda of Israel;
55- Longfellow’s bell
town;
56- Yeah, sure;
57- Natural balm;
58- Doll’s cry;
59- Cabinet dept.;
61- Back muscle, brieﬂy;

Program allowed Spencer to
do so by offering first-year law
classes while she was still an
undergraduate.
During her senior year,
Spencer completed rigorous
coursework in civil procedure,
legal research and writing and
constitutional law.
“This unique and flexible
program provides an
opportunity for ambitious and
dedicated students to complete
their degree in less time,” said
Susan Duncan, Law School
dean. “More importantly, by
saving the undergraduate
student time, it also saves them
an extra year of tuition dollars.”
U.S. college students face a

many to take advantage of the
financial and time effectiveness
of coupling degree acquisition.
“Some of the biggest
benefits are that the graduate
will understand business
concepts that will help them
be a corporate lawyer or an
advisor on legal aspects of
business transactions,” said
Ken Cyree, Dean of the School
of Business Administration.
Though the 3+3 program
can be coupled with a variety of
academic disciplines, Spencer
FILE PHOTO: THOMAS GRANING
chose to pursue a degree in
growing issue of accumulating
general business.
student debt. In June 2018,
“The graduate will be able
Forbes Magazine reported U.S. to apply economic, financial,
student’s total undergraduate
accounting, management,
debt at $1.52 trillion, shared
marketing, supply chain
between 44.7 million students
and information technology
throughout the country. The
concepts to decision making
average student owed $38,390. processes for their clients
Other universities offer
when they graduate (from) law
similar degree programs
school,” Cyree said.
such as Fordham University,
Spencer eventually hopes
Drexel University, Willamette
to work in the field of air and
University and the University of space law. The university’s
Pennsylvania.
program in Air and Space
Though Spencer is the first
Law includes a Graduate
Ole Miss student to complete
Certificate for non-lawyers, a
the accelerated program,
concentration for J.D. students
she will likely be the first of
and a Master of Laws degree.

SUDOKU PUZZLE BROUGHT TO YOU BY OLE MISS GOLF COURSE

Summer Student
Memberships Available
662.234.4816 • www.theolemissgolfcourse.com

34061

SUDOKU©

Puzzles by KrazyDad

HOW TO PLAY
Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

INTERMEDIATE

Crossword puzzle provided by BestCrosswords.com (www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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Inaugural resident playwright brings new stories
SUAD PATTON-BEY

thedmfeatures@gmail.com

Not all theatre professors are
the same. Some only teach while
others live in the world that they
convey to others; playwriting,
directing, and inspiring people
through their work.
Anne-Marie Cammarato is one
of those professors. In addition
to teaching at both Temple
University and the University of
Delaware, the Italian-American
playwright is also an awardwinning director, and the first
recipient of The Emerging
Women’s Playwriting Residency at
the University of Mississippi.
This is the inaugural year of the
residency that gives female and
female-identifying playwrights
three weeks to develop theatrical
work that will be shared with the
Oxford community.
Despite her current success,
Cammarato wasn’t always
interested in theatre. From the
age of 7, Cammarato took ballet
classes while attending the North
Carolina School of the Arts.
“While I was there I spent a
lot of time with the kids in the
drama department, which sparked
my intrigue in storytelling and
I’ve always enjoyed writing,”
Cammarato said.
After she quit ballet at 17, she
said working in the dramatic arts
seemed like the right thing to do.
“I think when I decided that
I didn’t wanted to be a dancer
anymore, theatre felt like a natural
direction to go in,” Cammarato said.
When she was younger,
Cammarato worked on plays and

Anne- Maire Cammarato
musicals throughout her high
school years and well into college.
Her experience with ballet allowed
her to recognize parallels between
dance and theatre.
“I think that the great thing
about theatre is that it kind of
combines the performance aspect
of dance with literature, and that
was really interesting to me,”
Cammarato said.
Although this will mark her
first visit to Oxford, Cammarato
is no stranger to the South. The
visiting professor was born in
Kentucky and has visited the
Magnolia State in the past.
During her residency,
Cammarato will be working on a
play called “Hazel,” a story set in
the near future following a family

PHOTO COURTESY: UM COMMUNICATIONS

living with the consequences of
climate change.
“I’m sort of intrigued by the
whole idea of denial, and how
denial is playing such a huge
part of our lives right now both
politically and in other matters,
like climate change,” Cammarato
said.
The Delaware-based
playwright said she wants to
highlight how humans convince
themselves to believe something
and stand behind it, whether it’s
true or not and the dangerous
consequences that may follow.
However, Cammarato is
not trying to make a political
statement; she’s interested in
bringing up contemporary issues
that are on everybody’s mind

while pushing the boundaries of
the art form.
“In theatre, because it’s a live
art form and because theatre is
so expensive, we don’t want to
portray a lot of the things we could
on film, like weather,” Cammarato
said. “So, I’m kind of asking, ‘Can
we put a storm on stage and what
effects does that have?’”
This residency is one of a kind,
allowing playwrights to do what
they do best while getting away from
the distractions of everyday life.
“For me, it’s about having the
time and space to work on my
play, maybe generate some new
play ideas and do it in a place that
is unfamiliar,” Cammarato said.
Another unique aspect of
this program is that it will allow
Cammarato to form an ongoing
relationship with students.
“It’s more than just the three
weeks that I’ll be here to write,”
Cammarato said. “I’ll also be
coming back and having sort
of a year-long relationship with
students and the community
regarding this play.”
The residency is a
collaboration between the UM
Department of Theatre and Film,
the Sarah Isom Center for Women
and Gender Studies and the
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council.
“We were all looking to host
residents and thought that it
would be a stronger program if
we did collaborate, so we all are
trying to have some mutual goals
achieved through this residency,”
said Wayne Andrews, director of
the Yoknapatawpha Arts Council.
One of the main goals of the
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council is

to bring new voices to Oxford,
showcasing the unique artistic
talent and history that Mississippi
has to offer.
“The arts council seeks to
expand access and quality of arts
in the community, while creating
opportunities for creative voices
within the community,” Andrews
said.
Andrews hopes that by
bringing in new talent, it would
lead to better opportunities
for residents to have a unique
experience, while creating new
opportunities for those who are
creating new works.
“We want our people to stay
in the state, but to have reached
beyond the state, and the arts and
culture do that quicker, better
and with more economic impact
than any other industry we have,”
Andrews said.
Another purpose of the
residency is to bridge the
opportunity gap that may
hinder many female playwrights
that has led them to become
underrepresented in the film and
theatre industry.
Cammarato believes that
although there is more awareness
today, emerging female
playwrights should be more
visible.
“I think that it’s getting
better, but my hope is that we
get to a place of parity, where
someone who subscribes to their
local theatre in this country,
buys a season of tickets, and
sees women’s stories and stories
written by women as often as
they see stories written by men,”
Cammarato said.

BE PART OF
THE STUDENT MEDIA CENTER
CAMPUS

ACADEMICS

CULTURE

PEOPLE

PAGE 8 // 20 Years of Croft.
What Makes a Grove Tent? Miss
Mississippi 2018. Greeks Doing
Good. UM Fashion Society.

PAGE 76 // Automotive
Manufacturing. Biomedical
Engineering. Virtual Reality
Classrooms. New Arabic Program.

PAGE 124 // Meet Oxford’s
Mayor. A Guide to the Square.
The Party Didn’t Stop. Oxford
Lovepacks. One Night Stand.

PAGE 154 // First UM Female
Rhodes Scholar. Meet Mr. & Mrs.
Ole Miss. Hall of Fame. Who’s
Who at UM. Class Portraits.

ATHLETICS
PAGE 220 // Equestrian.
New Basketball Coaches. SEC
Champs in Baseball. The Ole Miss
Hockey Team & Library Cards.

Macintosh

SPONSORS
PAGE 220 // Pride of the South.
UM Tupelo. UM Desoto. The Columns
Society. Student Activities Association.
Associated Student Body.

Macintosh

GET THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME. EVERYDAY!

The Student Media Center includes The Daily Mississippian, theDMonline.com, NewsWatch Ole Miss, Rebel Radio and The Ole Miss Yearbook.
More than 150 students work at the SMC each semester, and most of
them are paid for their work. Jobs are open to all students, all majors
and all grade classifications. Here are some of the student positions:
- Editors
- Reporters/Writers
- Photographers
- Videographers
- Designers
- Editorial Cartoonists

- DJs
- Multimedia Editors/
Producers
- Sales Managers
- Advertising Account
Excecutive

- Anchors
- TV Sports Director
- TV/Radio News
Director
- TV Producer
- DM Delivery Person

TO APPLY:
email studentmedia@olemiss.edu

201 Bishop Hall | (662) 915 - 5503
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Terence Davis signs with Toronto Raptors
JOSHUA CLAYTON

Davis faced disappointment
as his name hadn’t been called
after two rounds.
What was an inspiring
Davis turned down a few
offseason push has culminated two-way contracts, which
with a Terence Davis signature would split his time between
along the dotted lines of a new the NBA roster and that
NBA contract.
team’s G League affiliate, and
The former Ole Miss
limit his salary.
basketball star signed a
“Can’t take a two-way, I’m
two-year contract with the
sorry I’m better than that,” he
defending champion Toronto
tweeted shortly after the draft.
Raptors after a breakout
“The work is not done. It’s just
performance in his first
getting started.”
Summer League appearance
Fast forward to just hours
with the Denver Nuggets.
after his extremely efficient
The contract will be fully
outing in a Las Vegas Summer
guaranteed in the first year
League game, where he made
as first reported by Shams
five of his seven shots from
Charania of the Athletic.
three, and Davis is the owner
“He was awesome,”
of a full NBA contract with
Nuggets Summer League head the opportunity to play almost
coach Jordi Fernandez said
immediately.
after the game. “I’ve said it
“It’s been a grind, just
from day one, he’s an NBA
overcoming adversity,” Davis
player. He proved it today
said. “I thought I would hear
and I think he’ll keep doing it
my name called on draft night,
because this kid is mentally
but I didn’t and now it’s a
tough.”
whole other process and I’m
Davis’s 22-point effort in
just here to take advantage of
his first professional game
my opportunities.”
action was just the final
The roller coaster over the
check mark to prove he was
last few months was just a
NBA ready. The Southaven
small piece of a long, winding
native entered the offseason
basketball journey for Davis.
off the radar in advance of
As a star wide receiver and
the upcoming NBA Draft.
raw basketball player with
Impressive performances in
amazing athleticism out of
prospect camps earned him
Southaven High School, he
an invite to the NBA Draft
was close to taking his talents
Combine, where he also
to the gridiron. Davis decided
turned heads.
against outside push and came
His name shot up draft
to Oxford to play for Andy
boards and he became the
Kennedy at Ole Miss.
darkhorse player to watch
After riding the bench most
as the draft approached, but
of his freshman year, Davis
thedmsports@gmail.com

FILE PHOTO: CHRISTIAN JOHNSON

Terence Davis signed a two-year contract with the defending champion Toronto
Raptors.
established himself as the
top scorer in his sophomore
season. A disappointing
junior season ended with the
departure of Andy Kennedy,
but an offensive resurgence
and new identity on defense

under Kermit Davis helped
Terence lead the Rebels to the
NCAA Tournament.
Davis’s progression over
the past four years found
him a new home north of the
border, but his journey is not

over. He’s shown potential to
be a consistent shot maker
with disruptive defensive
abilities, but sheer potential
alone will not get him an
extension.
“It’s something that most
teams had concerns about,”
Davis said about his jumper.
“It’s something that I’ve been
working really hard on this
offseason in the gym just
getting a bunch of reps in and
it’s definitely coming to play.”
Fortunately for Davis,
Toronto seems like a perfect
fit for him to continue the
upward trend in his game.
The Raptors are in need of
perimeter defenders with
the departures of Danny
Green and Finals MVP Kawhi
Leonard in free agency. Davis
will have the benefit to play
with veterans like Marc Gasol
and Serge Ibaka as well as
Fred VanVleet, who played a
major role in the NBA Finals
this year after following a
similar path as Davis, going
undrafted in 2016.
Davis now has the
opportunity to develop
quickly while getting precious
experience off the bench
for the Raptors. The club
also signed Rondae HollisJefferson, Patrick McCaw and
a few other perimeter players,
but if Davis can separate
himself from the competition
just like he’s done ever since
he left Oxford, he can provide
immediate impact for a young
team looking to reload.

Cutting Edge: Unique sport headed for Oxford

JOSHUA CLAYTON

thedmsports@gmail.com

A historic Viking sport has
made its way through Canada
all the way down south, and
will soon arrive in Oxford.
Civil Axe Throwing will
open its new location on
Old Taylor Road in August,
allowing Oxford residents to
experience one of the region’s
fastest growing recreational
sports in a safe environment.
Patrons will be able to throw
a light axe at a wooden target
with assistance from trained
“axe-perts”.
The company opened their
first location in Huntsville,
Alabama, in 2017 and already
has seven locations open
spreading across Alabama,
Arkansas, Mississippi and
Tennessee, including a
location in Corinth. They also
expect to continue to expand
throughout the southeast in
Louisiana and Florida.
“It was extremely
important for to get into
Oxford because we saw the
huge benefit to being in the
city and in the community,”
Scott Brewster, the company’s
marketing and sales director,
said. “I mean, we can’t get
open enough and we’re
looking forward to the first
week of August.”

So what has allowed the
company to expand to 15
locations in seven states so
quickly?
“I think it comes down to
it being so unique,” Brewster
said. “People are looking for
something new, right? They’re
looking for a new date night,
they’re looking forward to a
new place to go, something
that’s fun and interactive.
We do bachelorette parties,
birthday parties. I don’t want
to say it’s the new bowling
alley, but it’s kind of becoming
that. People are enjoying it.”
Civil Axe Throwing starts
at $20 per person for an
hour of open throw and $160
for an hour of private group
throwing. Throwers must be
over 14 and wear closed-toe
shoes. The company also plans
on possibly opening up a bar
in the location eventually,
pending a liquor license.
Several locations allow
customers to bring their own
alcohol.
For those looking to get
into the competitive world of
axe throwing, the company is
a member of the National Axe
Throwing Federation, which
holds several standardized
competitions across the
nation. Qualifying throwers
compete for the Wilson Cup
in the National Axe Throwing

PHOTOS COUTRESY: CIVIL AXE THROWING

Championship in Toronto.
“You can see their
expressions, especially on
their faces and their body
language too when they stick
their first throw,” Brewster
said. “Hands are in the air and
they’ve got silver dolllars for
eyes and they’re thrilled and
that competitive nature starts
to come out in a lot of people.
They want to get better. Once
you flip that switch, then it
can be a nice little venture for
anyone to get involved with.”
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Will UConn’s Big East return spark a
major conference realignment?
JOHN MACON GILLESPIE
thedmsports@gmail.com

In the midst of the
summer, college sports fans
always hunger for some
semblance of news to tide
them over to the opening of
football season.
Last month, they got it.
The University of
Connecticut announced that
its athletic programs would
be rejoining the Big East
Conference, the association
it was a part of from 19792013. The move makes
some sense for UConn fans
who are hungry for the
Huskies to be reunited with
former basketball rivals like
St. John’s, Villanova and
Georgetown after the school’s
membership in the American
Athletic Conference made
these rivalries nonexistent in
recent years.
Connecticut’s move to the
Big East, which won’t take
effect until 2020, also has a
problematic side, however,
that impacts its football
program.
UConn and the Big
East split in 2013 after the
non-FBS members of the
conference separated from
the FBS members, effectively
ending the conference’s
sponsoring of FBS-level
football. This gave rise to
the American Athletic with
schools’ hopes of foraging
a future in football. As the
conference has expanded,
however, schools like UConn

PHOTO COURTESY: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

have had to travel to schools
like Tulane and Tulsa while
losing touch with some of its
historic rivals.
This might not be as
troublesome for the Huskies
if their football program had
experienced success in recent
years, but that could not be
further from the case. The
Huskies have gone a combined
7-29 over the last three
seasons, including a 1-11 mark
last season. With lackluster
showings on the gridiron,
Connecticut seemingly lost
sight of why it joined the
American Athletic to begin
with, which was for hopeful
relevance in football.
The return of UConn to
the Big East is seemingly a
white flag in terms of making
its football program relevant
in the national landscape
and the first major change
in the conference landscape
since the wave of realignment
in 2012-2013. UConn will
now likely play as an FBS
Independent or attempt to
be a football-only member
of another conference, one
without as much emphasis on

football as the American.
The ways that UConn’s
move affects its football
program have been readily
discussed in recent weeks,
but how could this change
affect the landscape of college
football as a whole?
Could UConn’s decision
lead to more schools unhappy
with their conference
situation pursuing new
affiliations? The realignment
push earlier this decade
led to the geographicallyspread American Athletic
and brought Texas A&M and
Missouri to the SEC, and if
a new wave of conference
change comes, we could have
more unique geography in
some of the more established
leagues.
UConn’s move also
reminds us of the athletic
culture differences between
Power Five and Group of
Five schools. A Power Five
program would be crucified
by its fan base for seemingly
giving up on its football
program, but a school like
UConn, which is historically
a basketball school, probably

+

won’t experience as much
pushback. There’s nothing
wrong with that, but it’s
interesting, nonetheless. I’m a
big proponent of keeping your
“money sport” fans happy at
whatever school you’re a part
of, and men’s and women’s
basketball has always been
that for UConn.
Still, this further intensifies
the argument that the Power
Five conferences should
become their own autonomous
entity in football, separate
from the Group of Five. It has
become increasingly clear that
the goals and ceiling for Power
Five and Group of Five schools
are simply different, and the
NCAA benefits no one in FBS
football. I’m not necessarily a
proponent of this idea, but I
am a proponent of whatever
can lead to the dissolution of
the NCAA for a more practical
governing body, at least when
it comes to college football.
UConn’s departure from
the American can also help
solidify the conference’s
image on the gridiron as a
whole. The biggest dramastarter from the conference

in recent years has been UCF
who, despite undefeated
regular seasons in 2017 and
2018, failed to make the
College Football Playoff,
largely due to a weaker
strength of schedule thanks
to having played in the
American. This led to UCF
declaring itself national
champion as a sort of shot
against the CFP committee
for leaving it out of the fourteam tournament.
With a team like UConn
gone, the American has the
opportunity to replace the
Huskies with a school that
has a stronger emphasis on
football. However, the AAC
will likely leave the conference
with 10 football-playing
members.
Regardless, the American,
featuring schools like UCF,
East Carolina, Houston and
Memphis, can only have its
football image strengthened
with the departure of
Connecticut next year, and
for a conference that was
established on the principle of
football being a priority, that
is a welcome sight.
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=

Oxford’s Morning Newspaper

PROUD PARTNER
with OLE MISS DINING

Sun.-Wed. 10:30am-Midnight, Thurs.-Sat. 10:30am-2:00am
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CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION
The DEADLINE to place, correct or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one business day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is
published Monday through Friday.
Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted. No refunds on classified ads once published.
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Apartment for Rent
TWO BEDROOM / TWO BATH
at The Mark. Includes major
appliances, water, internet,
and cable TV. $1000/ month.
Available 8/5/2019.
(662)456-6226

House for Rent
320B South 18th St. Nice 3
Bedroom/2 Bath, Hardwood
Floors & Tile, Patio, Fenced in
Backyard. Good Location. $1200
month. Available August 1. Call
662 473-2506

Condo for Rent
TURNBERRY CONDO 3 BR,
2 BA, Gated/ Pool. With W/ D.
Internet/ Cable. $1250. Available
now. 901-262-1855
QUARTER CONDOS 2 BR 2 1/2
Bath $700 Deposit $900/ month.
No pets. (901) 270-7154
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Reduced renT
starting at $499
Plus waived fees - SAVE $250!*
*Restrictions Apply

Authentic souTherN LiviNg
LiveHighlandSquare.com | 662.660.8003
206 Town Center Drive Suite 100 Oxford, MS 38655
34064

